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Fourteen-year-old Maximum Ride knows what it's like to soar above the world. She and all the

members of her "flock" - Fang, Iggy, Nudge, Gasman, and Angel - are just like ordinary kids, except

they have wings and can fly! It may seem like a dream come true to some, but for the flock it's more

like a living nightmare. When the mysterious lab known as the "School" turns up and kidnaps their

youngest member, it's up to Max to organize a rescue, but will help come in time?
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If anything, I had seriously misconceptions when it came to Maximum Ride. For once it was written

by James Patterson, world renowned author of murder mysteries that were turned into movies

usually starring Morgan Freeman to name a couple. When I saw this down at the library in the

young adults section, the immediate thought that came flying from my head was, "Somebody

misplaced this book in the wrong section!" I thought this because I knew James Patterson for writing

books for ADULT audiences only, so was irked that someone would leave the book in the wrong

section of the library. Of course, it irked me so much that I took a chance and snatched it off the

book shelf to read it myself (odd no?). After several weeks I finally got around to reading it. Without

a doubt these pages DO FLY as the side panel of the book warned. The storyline surrounding the

characters could be more well thought out; Its sort of hard for me to describe, but a short summary

would be this: [Max and her band of brothers and sisters (the flock) find themselves hunted by a



organization from a place called The School after being ambushed in their hideaway home.From

there they find themselves constantly running for their lives while trying unravel secrets hidden from

them]. The concept of children with the ability to fly (with the inclusion of Hollow Bones) with WINGS

is a nice touch to the story; The flying scenes were written very convincingly. The description of the

action unfolding the extremely short chapters were well detailed, the words unfolded in my mind

smoothly, the pharagraphs constructed in way that you don't find yourself scratching your head

trying figure out how'd that character end up in such a position and so forth.

First of all, I've never read any other James Patterson books. I understand from the reviews that this

is an advantage-- people who read "When the Wind Blows" and "The Lake House" seem to feel

particularly cheated, because this book is a re-worked version of the story in those books but does

not match up them. Without the hindrance of these preconceived notions, I quite enjoyed the story.

Were it not for the huge flaw of the incomplete ending, I would happily give it 5 stars.I listened to it in

audio format, narrated by Evan Rachel Wood. I thought her narration was excellent and

well-matched to the story. The story is marketed as a book for teens. I am an adult-- I chose it

partially for my own benefit, as a science fiction fan, and partially to preview it for the possibility of

handing it down to my own children.As a parent, I found the content well-suited for a wide age

range. Were it not for the problem of the ending, I would feel comfortable giving it to my 8-year-old

daughter to listen to, and it wouldn't bother me if my 5-year-old son listened as well (though I don't

think it would hold his interest). I particularly like the strong female protagonist. There IS violence--

the mutant bird-children protagonists are hunted by mutant dog-people and have several bloody

fights. Most of it is fist-fight kind of stuff, but there is some gunplay as well. However, I did not find it

gratuitous or unduly gory. There is death as well, but the death comes to "bad guys" and it too is not

"gratuitous"-- it is treated somberly and with appropriate angst. Probably the most disturbing

elements are those of the inhumane treatment of the children at the hands of the scientists who

have genetically engineered them and raised them as experimental animals rather than as people.

"If you dare read this story you become part of the Experiment. I know it sounds a little mysterious-

but it's all I can say for now," - Max. This eye grabbing, thrill riding, rollercoaster of a story catches

the interest and imagination for all readers. Even if you hate reading, like me, you won't be able to

set this book down! It's a thrill/ adventure based book written by James Patterson, author also of

best selling When the Wind Blows. Patterson created a fantasy clashing reality book that is telling

about six young experiments and there life. Have you ever wished you could fly? Well the main



characters in this book are six kid mutants from ages five to fourteen, Angel, Nudge, Gassman,

Iggy, Fang and Max. The oldest Max, is the leader of the folk. These kids are a mixture of bird DNA

and human genetics. All they remember is living in a lab, a lab of evil and hatred. This is the place

where white coated people come and perform tests on them, hurt them, push them to a limit, and

you are nothing but and experiment here even if you are half human. Through living in a lab they

gained having powers that come to them as they grow older, such as far sight like a hawk, or being

able to breathe under water (caused by tests). The whole reason why we know about these

experiments is because they have been the only ones to escape. With these six escapees they are

trying to live with out being killed by the government and there helpers know as the Erasers. All they

want is to live, live and know what this is all about, and who they are and what they came from.

However, this is or should I say, they are not to be exposed, this is the government's little secret.

But, not for long... because once your start reading this you are a part of their nightmare.
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